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Fieldwork dates: 23-24th March 2011   Fieldwork dates: 23-24th March 2011   

Interview Method: Telephone. Interview Method: Telephone. 

Population effectively sampled: All adults aged 18+  Population effectively sampled: All adults aged 18+  

Sampling Method: Within each government office region, a random sample of 
telephone numbers was drawn from the entire BT database of domestic telephone 
numbers. Each number so selected had its last digit randomised so as to provide a 
sample including both listed and unlisted numbers. 
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Data weighting: Data were weighted to the profile of all adults aged 18+ (including 
non telephone owning households). Data were weighted by sex, age, social class, 
household tenure, work status, number of cars in the household and whether or not 
the respondent has taken a foreign holiday in the last 3 years. Targets for the 
weighted data were derived from the National Readership survey, a random 
probability survey comprising 36,000 random face-to-face interviews conducted 
annually.  
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Weighting by past votes Weighting by past votes 

1. Respondents are asked whether they voted in the last general election and if they 
did, which party they voted for. 
1. Respondents are asked whether they voted in the last general election and if they 
did, which party they voted for. 
  
2. The sample is weighted by demographics (age, sex, tenure etc). However, after 
such weighting the declared past votes may not match, exactly, the results of the 
last election. Partly this is because demographics (by which ICM control the sample) 
are relatively poorly correlated with vote behaviour. Nevertheless past vote 
weighting has to be used with caution as some people genuinely forget how they 
voted. We cannot simply weight the data to the actual results last time. 
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3. ICM takes the declared past votes on any new poll and adds it to the 25 or so 
most recent ICM polls containing the same question. The average of these polls is 
used in the past vote weighting scheme. 
 
4. ICM compares the declared past votes derived in 3) above to the actual result of 
the last general election and gives a weight of 80% to the results of the last election 
and 20% to the average of the most recent polls, thereby assuming that most of the 
difference can be attributed to political imbalance in the sample and to faulty recall. 

Weighting for turnout 

1. ICM ask respondents to say how likely it is that they will go and vote in a new 
general election using a ten points scale where 10 means they would be absolutely 
certain to vote and 1 means they would be certain not to vote. 

2. We then weight people by their anticipated turnout. If someone is 10/10 certain to 
vote, they are given a weight of 1.0. If someone is 9/10 certain to vote they are 
given a weight of 0.9 etc. People who tell us they are likely to vote in the next 
General Election but did not vote in the last, are further down-weighted. If someone 
says they are 10/10 certain to vote but did not vote in 2010, they are given a weight 
of 0.5. If they say 9/10 certainty, the weight becomes 0.45 etc.  

Voting intentions: ICM derives vote intentions from 2 questions. 

First of all respondents are asked how likely it is that they would be to go and vote in 
a new election. 

Those who say they will vote are asked to say which party they would support in a 
new election. Respondents are then asked whether they voted in 2010 and which 
party they voted for in that election. The vote figures shown in the table are 
calculated after ICM has excluded those who say they will not vote, refuse to answer 
the question or don’t know who they would vote for. The figures are adjusted for 
turnout calculated accordingly to their stated intentions to vote.  

In a further step, ICM add 50% of those who refuse to answer the vote intention 
question or say they don’t know to the party they voted for in 2010. 

The analysis by vote intention shown on each table is taken from table 1, ie before 
adjusting for refusers and don’t knows.  

Questions: The computer tables attached in PDF format show each question, in full, 
in the order they were put to respondents, all response codes and the weighted and 
un-weighted bases for all demographics and other data including but not limited that 
published .  

Further enquiries: martin.boon@icmresearch.co.uk 
 
British Polling Council: ICM is a member of the British Polling Council and abides 
by its rules. http://www.britishpollingcouncil.org/ 

mailto:martin.boon@icmresearch.co.uk
http://www.britishpollingcouncil.org/


Vote In 2010 General
RegionElectionVoting IntentionSocial ClassAgeGender

Mid-LibLibFe-
SouthlandsNorthDemLabConOtherDemLabConDEC2C1AB65+35-6425-3418-24maleMaleTotal

3663133351682172497083240224321166219308265566116675224921014Unweighted base

35132234016220424970792372202332132942752165191591205164981014Weighted base

2131741859614118049491541631191081571881403247335291281572Certain to vote    (10)
61%54%54%59%69%72%70%62%65%74%51%51%53%68%65%62%46%29%56%56%56%

14212116141076138148268153155282956(9)
4%6%6%10%7%4%10%7%6%4%6%4%9%3%7%6%3%4%5%6%6%

3628252614216821221327331616421515484088(8)
10%9%7%16%7%8%8%10%9%10%5%13%11%6%8%8%9%12%9%8%9%

101485710-6977681061565161632(7)
3%4%2%3%3%4%-8%4%3%3%3%3%4%3%3%4%4%3%3%3%

8842553232431212123312820(6)
2%2%1%1%3%2%4%2%1%1%2%1%4%1%1%2%2%2%2%2%2%

1921309128262813192610156281917412970(5)
6%7%9%5%6%3%3%8%12%6%8%12%3%6%3%5%12%14%8%6%7%

35612--231415325346814(4)
1%1%2%1%1%--3%1%*2%*2%1%1%1%2%3%1%2%1%

2421121-1322-3133-427(3)
*1%***1%1%-*1%1%1%-1%*1%2%-1%*1%

676-3231413564284461318(2)
2%2%2%-2%1%4%1%2%*1%2%2%1%1%2%3%4%1%3%2%

3836525510----41273423214725325868125Certain not to vote (1)
11%11%15%3%2%4%----18%13%12%8%10%9%16%27%11%14%12%

-1--*-----*--11*--1-1Refused
-*--*-----*--***--*-*

253--1----5-22532-5410Don't know
*2%1%--1%----2%-1%1%2%1%1%-1%1%1%

8.097.847.588.788.908.949.058.798.769.197.327.537.928.438.488.277.055.887.937.757.84Mean

3.053.143.392.082.152.241.991.932.041.633.543.243.102.872.872.913.453.643.093.313.20Standard deviation

0.160.180.190.160.150.140.240.210.130.110.200.250.210.160.180.120.320.450.140.150.10Standard error
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Opinion Poll
CATI Fieldwork : 23rd-24th March 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.A Some people have said they would not vote in a new General Election, while others have said they would vote. I would like to
know how certain it is that you would actually vote in a general election?
Base: All respondents

Prepared on behalf of The Guardian by ICM Research



Vote In 2010 General
RegionElectionVoting IntentionSocial ClassAgeGender

Mid-LibLibFe-
SouthlandsNorthDemLabConOtherDemLabConDEC2C1AB65+35-6425-3418-24maleMaleTotal

3663133351682172497083240224321166219308265566116675224921014Unweighted base

35132234016220424970792372202332132942752165191591205164981014Weighted base

94824494177---22048366076691072815107112220Conservative
27%25%13%5%2%71%---100%21%17%20%28%32%21%18%13%21%23%22%

658191311596--237-54576758421194036117120237Labour
19%25%27%19%78%3%--100%-23%27%23%21%20%23%25%30%23%24%23%

3421245726-79--151524262039137453479Liberal Democrat/
10%6%7%35%1%3%-100%--6%7%8%9%9%7%8%6%9%7%8%Liberal

--2232-22---48645123281422Scottish National
--7%2%1%-32%---2%4%2%2%3%2%2%2%2%3%2%Party/ SNP

-4-1--4---1-1213--224Plaid Cymru
-1%-*--6%---1%-*1%*1%--***

10213*-12---226318217512Green Party
3%**2%*-17%---1%1%2%1%*2%1%1%1%1%1%

27511315---2562356-6915UK Independence Party
1%2%2%1%*1%21%---1%2%2%1%2%1%4%-1%2%1%(UKIP)

226--210---*324-5222710British National Party
*1%2%--1%14%---*1%1%2%-1%1%2%*1%1%(BNP)

313-117---1-43-7--167Other
1%*1%-*1%10%---*-1%1%-1%--*1%1%

3836525510----41273423214725325868125Will not vote
11%11%15%3%2%4%----18%13%12%8%10%9%16%27%11%14%12%

706966502635----4348536033112372312678204Don't know
20%21%19%31%13%14%----19%23%18%22%15%22%23%19%24%16%20%

331927349----2012311521553-374279Refused
9%6%8%2%2%4%----9%6%11%6%10%11%2%-7%8%8%
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Opinion Poll
CATI Fieldwork : 23rd-24th March 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
Q.B The Conservatives, Labour, the Liberal Democrats and other parties would fight a new election in your area. If there were a
general election tomorrow which party do you think you would vote for?
Base: All respondents

Prepared on behalf of The Guardian by ICM Research



Vote In 2010 General
RegionElectionVoting IntentionSocial ClassAgeGender

Mid-LibLibFe-
SouthlandsNorthDemLabConOtherDemLabConDEC2C1AB65+35-6425-3418-24maleMaleTotal

195166173991691856169205199157821131811592975226260274534Unweighted base

1821651679615418359661961921051021491591282707145250263514Weighted base

85674084167---19241305269659720119697192Conservative
47%41%24%9%3%91%---100%39%29%35%43%51%36%28%23%38%37%37%

546775271455--196-4344585138105272696100196Labour
30%41%45%29%94%3%--100%-41%44%39%32%29%39%39%58%39%38%38%

2916205326-66--101122221632126372966Liberal Democrat/
16%10%12%55%1%3%-100%--10%11%15%14%13%12%18%12%15%11%13%Liberal

--1932-19---48344123-71219Scottish National
--11%3%1%-32%---4%7%2%3%3%4%4%-3%4%4%Party/ SNP

-4-1--4---1-*213--124Plaid Cymru
-2%-1%--6%---1%-*1%1%1%--1%1%1%

8213*-10---215217216410Green Party
4%1%*3%*-17%---2%1%3%1%*3%3%1%2%2%2%

26411313---2452354-5813UK Independence Party
1%4%3%1%*2%21%---1%4%3%1%3%2%6%-2%3%2%(UKIP)

126--19---*314-522279British National Party
1%1%3%--1%15%---*3%1%3%-2%3%5%1%3%2%(BNP)

211-115---*-23-5--*55Other
1%1%1%-*1%9%---*-1%2%-2%--*2%1%
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Opinion Poll
CATI Fieldwork : 23rd-24th March 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Data dervived from:-
Q.A Some people have said they would not vote in a new General Election, while others have said they would vote. I would like to
know how certain it is that you would actually vote in a general election?
Q.B The Conservatives, Labour, the Liberal Democrats and other parties would fight a new election in your area. If there were a
general election tomorrow which party do you think you would vote for?
Data excludes those who definitely will not vote (12%), don't know who they would vote for (20%) or refuse to answer (8%)
THIS TABLE DOES NOT INCLUDE ADJUSTMENT FOR DON'T KNOW/REFUSERS

Prepared on behalf of The Guardian by ICM Research



Total

37%Conservative

36%Labour

16%Liberal Democrat

11%Other
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Opinion Poll
CATI Fieldwork : 23rd-24th March 2011

Col percents
Table 4
Published Vote Intention Figures
Percentages derived from the responses of 754 respondents

Prepared on behalf of The Guardian by ICM Research



Vote In 2010 General
RegionElectionVoting IntentionSocial ClassAgeGender

Mid-LibLibFe-
SouthlandsNorthDemLabConOtherDemLabConDEC2C1AB65+35-6425-3418-24maleMaleTotal

3663133351682172497083240224321166219308265566116675224921014Unweighted base

35132234016220424970792372202332132942752165191591205164981014Weighted base

171413671041182612196618109182644Too far
5%4%4%4%4%4%5%2%8%1%3%6%7%2%3%4%7%7%4%5%4%

95616030327951639795429617261922439116100216About right
27%19%18%19%16%32%7%21%17%36%23%14%21%26%28%18%15%33%23%20%21%

220233255117159155595917513315616820518013639111468352357709Not far enough
63%72%75%72%78%62%85%75%74%61%67%79%70%65%63%75%72%57%68%72%70%

19141295622451638181318104291645Don't know
5%4%3%5%3%2%3%3%2%2%7%1%3%6%6%3%6%3%6%3%4%
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Opinion Poll
CATI Fieldwork : 23rd-24th March 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 8
Q.4 You may have seen or heard that in the budget the Chancellor, George Osborne, cancelled next month's planned 4p per litre rise in fuel duty, and
cut an additional 1p per litre which will be funded by oil companies. Do you think this cut in fuel duty goes too far in helping out motorists, not
Base: All respondents

Prepared on behalf of The Guardian by ICM Research



Vote In 2010 General
RegionElectionVoting IntentionSocial ClassAgeGender

Mid-LibLibFe-
SouthlandsNorthDemLabConOtherDemLabConDEC2C1AB65+35-6425-3418-24maleMaleTotal

3663133351682172497083240224321166219308265566116675224921014Unweighted base

35132234016220424970792372202332132942752165191591205164981014Weighted base

1008863273211311183311045408582711194120113138251Improve economy
28%27%19%17%16%45%16%23%14%50%19%19%29%30%33%23%26%16%22%28%25%

15615617484108103374412881119119135112962486775238248486No difference
44%48%51%52%53%41%53%55%54%37%51%56%46%41%45%48%42%62%46%50%48%

5245702644617858543364741249031219175166Worsen economy
15%14%21%16%22%2%24%11%24%2%18%17%16%15%11%17%19%18%18%15%16%

4534322520276919242618274024631947337111Don't know
13%10%10%16%10%11%8%11%8%11%11%9%9%14%11%12%12%3%14%8%11%
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Opinion Poll
CATI Fieldwork : 23rd-24th March 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 9
Q.5 Putting aside your own party support, do you think the measures announced in this budget will improve the state of the economy over the
next few years, worsen it, or will they make no difference one way or the other?
Base: All respondents

Prepared on behalf of The Guardian by ICM Research



Vote In 2010 General
RegionElectionVoting IntentionSocial ClassAgeGender

Mid-LibLibFe-
SouthlandsNorthDemLabConOtherDemLabConDEC2C1AB65+35-6425-3418-24maleMaleTotal

3663133351682172497083240224321166219308265566116675224921014Unweighted base

35132234016220424970792372202332132942752165191591205164981014Weighted base

12211012669111422727136288763103104661995043174184358Too far
35%34%37%43%54%17%39%34%57%13%37%30%35%38%31%38%32%36%34%37%35%

1139775392713216233112955588191771474121130154285They strike about the
32%30%22%24%13%53%22%29%13%59%24%27%28%33%35%28%26%17%25%31%28%right balance

91901144554652224615570729361511345951164132295Not far enough
26%28%34%28%27%26%31%31%26%25%30%34%32%22%24%26%37%43%32%26%29%

262525912115510721191619224095482876Don't know
7%8%7%6%6%4%8%6%4%3%9%9%6%7%10%8%6%5%9%6%8%
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Opinion Poll
CATI Fieldwork : 23rd-24th March 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 10
Q.6 From what you have seen or heard about the government's plans to reduce government spending, do you think they go...?
Base: All respondents

Prepared on behalf of The Guardian by ICM Research



Vote In 2010 General
RegionElectionVoting IntentionSocial ClassAgeGender

Mid-LibLibFe-
SouthlandsNorthDemLabConOtherDemLabConDEC2C1AB65+35-6425-3418-24maleMaleTotal

3663133351682172497083240224321166219308265566116675224921014Unweighted base

35132234016220424970792372202332132942752165191591205164981014Weighted base

168131135637314721368515083811251451042076360204230434NET: Confident
48%41%40%39%36%59%30%45%36%68%36%38%42%53%48%40%40%50%40%46%43%

211721913191411261191227153455233659Very confident      (4)
6%5%6%5%6%8%2%5%4%12%5%4%4%10%7%7%3%4%4%7%6%

14811411354601282032741247273112118901735855181194375Fairly confident    (3)
42%35%33%33%29%52%29%40%31%56%31%34%38%43%41%33%37%46%35%39%37%

126127132739173262911053958811489761996744208178386Not very confident  (2)
36%39%39%45%45%29%38%36%46%24%41%41%39%32%35%38%42%36%40%36%38%

536172263728211442165243533933108281710086186Not at all          (1)
15%19%21%16%18%11%30%18%18%7%22%20%18%14%15%21%18%14%19%17%18%confident

180188205991281014743152691471311671281093079560308264572NET: Not confident
51%58%60%61%63%41%68%55%64%31%63%62%57%46%51%59%60%50%60%53%56%

331-311-*13-2225--447Don't know
1%1%*-1%*2%-**1%-1%1%1%1%--1%1%1%

2.392.272.252.282.242.562.022.332.222.732.192.222.292.492.402.262.262.402.252.362.31Mean

0.820.830.860.800.830.790.820.840.790.770.840.810.810.860.830.860.780.780.820.850.84Standard deviation

0.040.050.050.060.060.050.100.090.050.050.050.060.050.050.050.040.070.100.040.040.03Standard error
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Opinion Poll
CATI Fieldwork : 23rd-24th March 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 11
Q.7 Please consider the economy for a moment, your current financial situation and your ability to keep up with the cost of living. Taking this
into account how confident do you feel about things at the moment?
Base: All respondents

Prepared on behalf of The Guardian by ICM Research



Vote In 2010 General
RegionElectionVoting IntentionSocial ClassAgeGender

Mid-LibLibFe-
SouthlandsNorthDemLabConOtherDemLabConDEC2C1AB65+35-6425-3418-24maleMaleTotal

3663133351682172497083240224321166219308265566116675224921014Unweighted base

35132234016220424970792372202332132942752165191591205164981014Weighted base

The coalition government

178131110653917016474717686841111391072076442191229420Good job
51%41%32%40%19%68%22%60%20%80%37%40%38%50%50%40%40%35%37%46%41%

1281431998014839472718121114101145110852487663247224471Bad Job
37%44%59%49%73%16%68%34%76%9%49%48%49%40%39%48%48%52%48%45%46%

4548301717407592333273726246519167845123Don't know
13%15%9%11%8%16%10%6%4%10%14%13%13%9%11%12%12%13%15%9%12%

The Prime Minister, David Cameron

193150132754619520505519195951311551162416651221254475Good job
55%46%39%46%23%78%29%63%23%87%41%45%45%56%54%46%42%42%43%51%47%

12312717775138294026170151158413395772137661223204426Bad Job
35%39%52%46%68%11%58%33%72%7%49%40%45%35%36%41%48%51%43%41%42%

36463112202510413142434302522651797340113Don't know
10%14%9%8%10%10%14%5%5%6%10%16%10%9%10%12%11%7%14%8%11%

The Chancellor, George Osborne

153142113574417625374617987751161291171935543187221408Good job
44%44%33%35%22%71%36%47%19%81%38%35%40%47%54%37%35%36%36%44%40%

133127167771353734311661910394121109712446845207220428Bad Job
38%39%49%48%66%15%49%39%70%9%44%44%41%40%33%47%43%37%40%44%42%

65546028253610112522424356372883353312157179Don't know
18%17%18%17%12%14%15%14%11%10%18%20%19%13%13%16%22%27%24%11%18%
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Opinion Poll
CATI Fieldwork : 23rd-24th March 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 12
Q.8 From what you have seen or heard, do you think ...  is doing a good job or a bad job?
Base: All respondents

Prepared on behalf of The Guardian by ICM Research



Vote In 2010 General
RegionElectionVoting IntentionSocial ClassAgeGender

Mid-LibLibFe-
SouthlandsNorthDemLabConOtherDemLabConDEC2C1AB65+35-6425-3418-24maleMaleTotal

35132234016220424970792372202332132942752165191591205164981014Weighted base

The deputy Prime Minister, Nick Clegg

1241111025931135184137138766892101821615045157181337Good job
35%34%30%37%15%54%26%51%16%63%33%32%31%37%38%31%31%37%30%36%33%

17415619078154784532180581181081541411022887456254266520Bad Job
49%48%56%48%76%31%64%41%76%27%50%51%52%51%47%55%46%47%49%53%51%

545548251837762023393748333171352010552157Don't know
15%17%14%15%9%15%10%8%9%11%17%17%16%12%15%14%22%16%20%10%15%

The leader of the Labour Party, Ed Miliband

11279111581034619321374286657377791274649153148301Good job
32%24%33%36%50%18%27%41%58%19%37%31%25%28%37%25%29%41%30%30%30%

14815313962491563730511418787133134922486139191250441Bad Job
42%47%41%38%24%63%53%38%22%64%37%41%45%49%43%48%38%33%37%50%43%

9191904252471416493760618765451445231173100272Don't know
26%28%27%26%25%19%20%21%21%17%26%29%30%23%21%28%33%26%33%20%27%
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Opinion Poll
CATI Fieldwork : 23rd-24th March 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 12
Q.8 From what you have seen or heard, do you think ...  is doing a good job or a bad job?
Base: All respondents

Prepared on behalf of The Guardian by ICM Research



WeightedUnweighted
TotalTotal

10141014Unweighted base

10141014Weighted base

249249Conservative
25%25%

204217Labour
20%21%

162168Liberal Democrat/
16%17%Liberal

2120Scottish National
2%2%Party/SNP

86Plaid Cymru
1%1%

910Green Party
1%1%

1212UK Independence Party
1%1%(UKIP)

66British National Party
1%1%(BNP)

77Others
1%1%

232213Did not vote
23%21%

8788Refused
9%9%

1718Don't know
2%2%
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Q.C/D Voting in May 6th 2010 General Election
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WeightedUnweighted
TotalTotal

10141014Unweighted base

10141014Weighted base

Gender

498492Male
49%49%

516522Female
51%51%

Age

1206718-24              (21)
12%7%

15911625-34            (29.5)
16%11%

19515935-44            (39.5)
19%16%

17219945-54            (49.5)
17%20%

15320855-64            (59.5)
15%21%

21626565+                (70)
21%26%

46.9551.17Average age
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Table 14
Classification
Base: All respondents
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WeightedUnweighted
TotalTotal

10141014Weighted base

Social Grade

275308AB
27%30%

294219C1
29%22%

213166C2
21%16%

233321DE
23%32%

Region

340335North
34%33%

322313Midlands
32%31%

351366South
35%36%
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Classification
Base: All respondents
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WeightedUnweighted
TotalTotal

10141014Weighted base

Working status

445385Full-time
44%38%

121137Part-time
12%14%

5855Not working but seeking
6%5%work or temporarily

unemployed/sick

7667Not working/not seeking
7%7%work

263330Retired
26%33%

3620Student
4%2%

1620Refused
2%2%
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Base: All respondents
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WeightedUnweighted
TotalTotal

10141014Weighted base

Tenure

339377Own outright
33%37%

355345Own with a mortgage
35%34%

12872Council
13%7%

4566Housing Assoc.
4%7%

107107Rented from someone
11%11%else

1313Rent free
1%1%

2734Refused
3%3%
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